Always wear appropriate protective eyewear and gloves when working with cable to prevent injury. Always point the tool away from people and be aware of your surroundings.

Position the Swage Fitting & Cable

Place the swage stud into the proper opening on the swaging tool. Position the swage stud and leave approximately 1/8" from the end of the swage stud (See Figure A). Do NOT attempt to crimp any closer to the end of the swage stud as this could severely weaken the fitting. Insert the cable into the swage stud being sure to seat it to the full depth of the swage stud.

Make the First Crimp

With the cable and swage stud both firmly in place, make the first crimp making sure that the tool closes completely around the fitting. It is very important that the swage is done properly. Under-swaging could cause the cable to slip while over-swaging can cause the swage stud to fail.

Check the After Swage Dimensions

After making the first crimp, use the supplied gauge (included with the Hand Swager) to check the after swage dimension (See Figure D) to ensure that the crimp is done correctly. Adjust the tool accordingly before continuing per the prescribed instruction on the back page.

Make Second & Third Crimps

When you are satisfied that the tool is properly set up, continue on to make the second crimp. Rotating the fitting 180 degrees between crimps will help keep the terminal from bending (See Figure B). Make sure to leave approximately 1/8" between the previous swage. Make sure the tool closes completely to ensure the strongest swage possible. Upon completion of the second crimp, rotate the fitting back to its initial position (See Figure C). Leaving approximately 1/8" of space between the previous crimp, begin making the third swage. Do NOT attempt to crimp closer than 1/8" from base of the terminal as this could severely weaken the fitting.

Not for use on standing rigging or high load applications.

Atlantic Rail’s Hand Swage Line is acceptable using only 1/8", 5/32" and 3/16" cable. Only 1X19 Cable should be used for cable railing applications. For 1/8" and 5/32" fittings, 7X7, 7X19 or 1X19 cable construction is acceptable. 1X19 Cable is not advisable for 3/16" cable. The estimated holding percentage is 60-70% of the cable strength.
Hand Swager (E0113-H600) Adjustment Instructions

Assess the Need for Adjustment

Prior to using the Hand Swager, verify that the adjustment screw is backed off and the lock nut is in place (See Figure E). This can be done by looking at where the jaws meet at their tips. The tool will not “snap” closed when left loosely adjusted.

Make the First Crimp

Make one (1) crimp per prescribed instruction on the front page. As the crimping is being done, it should be possible to close the jaws fully with some resistance. If the tool is adjusted too tightly, it will not be able to close on the fitting.

Make the First Crimp & Readjust if Necessary

Using the After Swage Gauge (included with the Hand Swager), check that the gauge goes over and around the crimp (See Figure F). If more pressure is needed to close the jaws around the fitting, unscrew the lock nut, and while the tool is NOT in use, tighten the adjustment screw approximately one (1) revolution or as many as needed to obtain the correct crimp. Re-tighten the locking nut.

Re-crimp and check with the gauge. The gauge should slip over the fitting when rotated in the gauge without being forced (See Figure F).